Time to contact can be approximated from the divergence of the ow eld. Direct di erentiation of a measured ow eld is not feasible in practice because of the ill-posedness of di erentiation. We propose a group theoretical framework for direct determination of higher order ow elds. The basis is the invariance of the power spectrum of the Fourier transform to translations. By change of coordinate-system, invariance to other groups of actions can be constructed. Using this phase-based estimation the group element acting on the image can be recovered simply by taking inner products in the normal retinal coordinate system. The theory is applied to estimation of rst order optic ow.
Introduction
The optic ow (the motion eld in terms of Horn 5] ) is a poor tool for a direct description of objects and their motion in 3D space. Properties such as tilt and slant of a translating 3D object manifest themselves in the rst order optic ow 9], while curvature of the object is related to the second (and higher) order optic ow. Koenderink et al. 9] presents methods for analyzing the ow locally as the zero-and rst-order ow functions: Translation, Rotation, Divergence and Deformation. Even though the relation between the low order ow functions and the 3D structure of a perspectively viewed scene seems to be somewhat well-understood, we still need robust methods for extracting these di erential structures of the ow eld from a sequence of images. This work is a contribution along that line.
The typical setting in the eld of object recognition is: the object is viewed modulo an action of some group. That is, we observe an object which might be a translated and rotated version of the model object. The task is then to nd object-descriptors which are invariant under the actions of the group. In general, the information might be divided into an invariant part (describing the object) and a varying part (describing the motion of the object). This work completes the object recognition work in the sense that the varying part of the transformation is used to estimate which element of the group has acted on the object, i.e. to estimate the transformation of the object.
We de ne the optic ow 5] as the projection of the physical motion eld to the retina. Any problems of estimating the ow eld (such as the aperture problem) is not re ected in this de nition of optic ow. The optic ow is decomposed into the ow along the perpendicular x-and y-axes in the image plane: V (x; y) = u(x; y); v(x; y)] T , where u and v are the motion functions. The Taylor expansion in the image domain of one of the motion functions in a neighbourhood of x = (x; y) is given by:
u(x + x) = u(x) + x T r u (x) + 1 2 x T H u (x) x + . . . where r u (x) and H u (x) are the gradient vector and the Hessian matrix of the ow function u with respect to position taken in the point x. The motion functions and their derivatives can now be grouped as being of order n, i.e. the zero order functions are u and v, the rst-order functions are u x , u y , v x and v y etc. Mathematically, the four rst order quantities can be related to the three Euclidean invariants: divergence, rotation, and magnitude of deformation and to the angle of the deformation. Furthermore, these quantities can be related to the physical properties of a perspective camera translating relative to a plane 8, is the motion perpendicular to the viewing direction scaled by the depth, and is the direction of the deformation on the retina.
One application of divergence and deformation is the estimation of time to contact t c 1]:
The reciprocal divergence is an approximation of the time to contact. The deformation magnitude is an upper limit of the uncertainty of the reciprocal time to contact point 1]. Another important application is the estimation of the 3D gradient magnitude:
It should be stressed, that the three functions: curl, div and def, are local measurements, i.e. the curl in a point does not describe the relative rotation of the object under perspective view. As an example, a purely translational motion of the viewer along a wall will cause local rotation almost everywhere in the image plane 9].
Generalized phase-based lters
The power spectrum of the Fourier transform is invariant under translations of the transformed function f (x) 7 ! f (x ? x 0 ). The only change of the transform is a multiplication with a phase factor (a complex rotation). This has been exploited by Fleet and Jepson to estimate zero-order optic ow 3]. In this section we describe how other groups (than the translation) can be associated with a transformation, which has an invariant power spectrum under the actions of the elements of a group. If the group G is a one parameter group, then we can recover the group element, from the phase change of the transformed function. If the group has more parameters more than one measurement is needed to determine the group element. Of special interest in computational vision are the groups of rotation, divergence (i.e. scaling) and deformation, describing the rst order optic ow 9]. The description below is not limited to these cases. They serve only as a relevant example.
We de ne an invariant transformation T G corresponding to a group G to be a non-trivial transformation, having the following property:
This means that the 2-norm of the values of the transformation T G of the function f is invariant under coordinate transformations g 2 G in any point ! in frequency space. gx denotes the action of g on x yielding a coordinate transformation. In the following, we list the criteria for a group G to have a corresponding invariant transformation, and we describe the method to nd this transformation. No proofs of theorems will be presented, but refer to Segman and Zeevi 14] or Kanatani 6] where @ i = @ @i . In order to make it possible to construct an invariant transformation, two conditions must be ful lled: G must be commutative, and the dimensionality of G must be smaller than or equal to the dimensionality of the domain of f . First, we write the Lie algebra (i.e. the set of all pairwise commutators
We see that the 1st order ow is a group, but not a commutative group (not all commutators are zero). Furthermore, the dimensionality of the group is four, while the domain of f is 2D (i.e. the plane). We pick an interesting subgroup: rotation (L 1 ) and divergence (L 2 ), which forms a commutative group of dimensionality two. This means that the resulting transform will not be invariant under deformations. We now solve the canonical di erential equations, which yields a coordinate transformation. In these canonical coordinates the divergence and rotation will act as if they where translations. The system of di erential equations is L i y j = ij where y is the canonical coordinates and ij is the Kronecker delta. In the case of divergence and rotation these di erential equations have the unique solution: the log-polar coordinate system (see the expression in Equation 2 ). This mapping has previously been used by Tistarelli & Sandini 15] among others. From the Lie algebra (Eq. 1) we see that the divergence commute with every other generator, but non of the others commute. This means that the two generators which constitute a group and thereby de nes the canonical coordinate transformation should both be linear combinations of the divergence and one of the three other generators. We make the choice of representing the rst order ow group by the three commuting sub-groups:
Each of these subgroups de nes (through the canonical di erential equations) a coordinate transformation of the normal Cartesian coordinate system on the retina. The invariant transformation T G is now chosen to be a standard Fourier transform in the canonical coordinates:
Using the Fourier transform in the canonical coordinates yields the following property:
which shows that the transform is invariant under the group actions except for a change of phase. We see, that we are able to recover the quantity ! y(g) which in the 1D case directly gives the translation. In n dimensions a set of n measurements using linearly independent !s must be used.
The analysis of invariant transforms is made for group actions acting globally on an integrable image de ned on an in nite domain. In order to construct a local lter, which can be used to estimations of local phase-change, we multiply the image by a window function. We propose the Gaussian in the canonical coordinate system. It has the nice property of yielding the minimum uncertainty in product of spatial and frequency standard deviation. I.e. the minimum uncertainty in j!jjyj. We 
where s is a scale parameter used to vary the well-localization from spatial canonical coordinates to frequency representation. In principle, this lter will only recover the ow if the Gaussian window is carried along the ow. In the next section we propose an iterative scheme to perform this motion of the Gaussian.
By use of the equation for the general phased based lters (Eq. 3), we easily nd the lters for estimation of the ow. For each of the groups, we have a lter for each !. The problem domain is 2D, so we need two measurements to determine the normal ow in the invariant domain. We choose to generate the lters by choosing ! proportional to the basis vectors in y-space. In this way we separate into measurements of each of the components of the ow. Here we list the lters corresponding to the three commutative subgroups of the 1st order ow group. The lters ar identical to those of Eagleson 2] .
Group ] The rst lter can be used to determine the divergence under assumption, that locally we only have divergence and rotation. The other lters are limited in a similar fashion.
Scale space behaviour
The lters are created by Gaussian windows in the canonical coordinates. The isotropic Gaussians are not necessarily isotropic Gaussians in the Cartesian frame. This means that the averaged windowed image does not necessarily correspond to a Gaussian scale space extension of the original image. The problem is whether the scale space extension in Cartesian and canonical coordinates commutes. An analysis of this scale space behaviour in the di erent domains are carried out here. In the log-polar coordinate system, we nd In this case, we do not have the simple local isotropic scaling, but a di erent scaling in the two canonical directions. Furthermore, both these scalings depend on both the canonical coordinates, but only one of the Cartesian coordinates. The result is that the groups G 2 and G 3 do not imply a conformal mapping, and we cannot simply map the solution of the Heat Equation in Cartesian coordinates to the solution of the Heat Equation in the canonical coordinates. Even though the mappings preserves the orthogonality of the coordinate axes, only the log-polar preserves angles in general. A simple connection to the a ne scale space in the Cartesian coordinates as de ned by Tony Lindeberg 12 ] might be possible to establish.
The conclusion is that only the group of rotation and divergence leads to a coordinate transformation having nice commuting properties in Gaussian scale space. This means that we cannot trade image-scale by window-function-scale in the other groups, and that these lters, in principle, have one more independent parameter than the rotation-divergence group: the scale ( inverse pixel resolution) of the original image.
Experiments
In this section, we describe some experiments using the rst order ow lters. We have measured the rotation, divergence, and deformation part of ow elds in \real" sequences, taken in the DIKU image lab. The measuring of time-to-contact (t c ) by use of the divergence is devoted the largest e ort.
All experiments are performed using the two degree of freedom robot in the DIKU image lab 13]. It is a turntable mounted on a rail and has a resolution of 21 10 ?6 metre in the translational direction and 16 10 ?6 radians in the rotation. The positions are reproducible making it possible to make precisely calibrated and reproducible motion experiments.
Examples of the lters are shown in Figure 1 . They all use the same frequency. Note that the 's and s's cannot be compared directly, since they are expressed in di erent canonical coordinate systems.
When measuring a ow component, an error is committed: the Gaussian window is not transported along the ow. However, when the ow has been measured, the appropriate amount of transportation of the Gaussian window is known. The ow can be re-measured using the transported Gaussian. Thereby, an adaptive scheme that iteratively estimates the ow and changes the window is constructed. This scheme resembles the scheme of Lindeberg for adaption of local Gaussian windows applied to measurements of the windowed second order moment matrix 12]. In the experiments performed in this chapter, the convergence has occurred in less than 5 iterations, and normally in 2-3 iterations. The convergence seems stable.
Measuring curl
The rst experiments concentrate on the curl measure. The rotation can be used for estimation of the slant relative to the axis parallel to the motion. Figure 2 shows the two images used in this experiment. The motion is a rotation of 9.999 degrees (Performed by the precise but step-motor based robot in the DIKU lab) round the center of the plate (the large circle in the middle). In gure 3, the estimates of rotation based on di erent frequencies and di erent positions of the lter are presented along with the energy of the lter response. The lter size is chosen to concentrate the lter energy at the rst ring of blobs in the image. In some cases, the lter energy is low, and the estimate is not reliable. Without image structure of the given frequency, nothing can be measured. Furthermore, when the deviation from the true rotation center becomes large, the precision disappears.
Measuring divergence
The divergence of the ow eld can used as an estimate of the time to contact t c 2 div . We have performed a series of experiments measuring t c . The results of experiments on four di erent sequences using a translating observer is reported. The rst and last image of each sequence is shown in Figure 4 . The Picadelly sequence contains 30 images, the House sequence 12, the Van Gogh 31, and the l'Hermitage 26 images. The rst three sequences are describing a translating motion towards a (close to) frontoparallel plane. The last sequence (l'Hermitage) describes a similar motion, but towards a rather slanted plane.
In the rst three experiments, the rotation-divergence lter estimates the t c by di erent techniques. The next experiment uses the deformation-divergence lter to estimate the t c . Finally the t c and deformation is measured in the last sequence. The t c -experiments are conducted as follows:
No adaption: In the Picadelly sequence the phase as a function of image number t in the sequence is measured. The theoretical phase (t) of a translating observer with constant speed has been tted to this function. This function is (t) = ?! log(1 ?
where t c is the time to contact in the rst image, ! is the frequency of the lter, and c is an arbitrary constant. The results can be seen in Figure 5(a) . The estimated t c in the rst image is 103.2 frames, while the true t c is measured to be 101 frames.
Global adaption: In the House sequence, the t c has been established like above.
This t c is used in the adaptive scheme to change the lter size along the ow. This is iterated. This global adaption makes the phase measurements more stable, and the t c can be established from phase di erences in two consecutive frames. This means, that the t c can be established from two images, when the adaption has been made. In Figure 5 In Figure 5 (b) a con dence interval corresponding to a constant measurement error is shown.
Local adaption: In the Van Gogh sequence, the t c is established from two consecutive images, without use of the other images at all. The adaption is made on the basis of these two images. This process is performed for all pairs of consecutive images. This totally temporally locally calculation of the t c yields rather precise results. The error in the beginning (t c 35 frames) is round 1-2 frames. In the end of the sequence (t c 8:69) the error is round 0.1 frames. We here propose the t c accuracy index
where t c is the error in t c and T is the time interval used for the measurement. This is a dimensionless quantity expressing the dimensionless accuracy of the estimation.
This index is constant over the measurements, and is tc = 0:00122. The result can be seen in Figure 5 (c). Con dence intervals based upon the power of the lter answers are also shown on the graph.
Deformation lter: All the above results were produced using the rotation-divergence lters. They are more robust than the deformation-divergence lters because no Gaussian window is needed round the directional coordinate in the log-polar coordinate system. We have performed experiments using global adaption and estimation of t c based upon the deformation-divergence lter in the Van Gogh sequence. The result is shown in Figure 5(d) . t c is found to be 36.8 frames, and the error in t c is round 1 frame.
Slanted surface: In the case of a slanted surface, as in the l'Hermitage sequence, not only divergence is present. In focus of expansion (FOE), we see only divergence, but in general all rst order ow components are present in all of the image. On the horizontal line through FOE, we observe no deformation. On this line and on the vertical line through FOE we observe no rotation. We measure with a lter of nite extent. Therefore, all three types of rst order ow elds will be present under the lter support. We cannot build lters that commute with all types of rst order ow elds. In this way, the lters are applied to situations that are not covered by the assumptions of their derivations and the results may be less precise. We have found the t c using global adaption, as described above, with all three types of lters described above. The results are Filter t c Mean energy Rot-div 39.7 400 def1-div 45.0 16 def2-div 38.7 8
Measuring deformation
The deformation part of the ow can be used for estimation of the slant when the depth and the size of the zero order ow are known. We have estimated the deformation part of the ow in some positions in the l'Hermitage sequence. The deformation was measured by the horizontal deformation divergence lter applied in rst and last image of the sequence. The results (see Figure 6 ) are illustrated by circles in the rst image which deform into ellipses in the last image because of the di erent vertical and horizontal scaling. They show the correct sign of deformation but it is slightly under estimated.
Conclusion
We have derived lters for direct measurment of the rst order ow eld. The lters are constructed for dealing with two members of the rst order ow group simoultaneously. They are based upon Gaussian windowed Fourier transforms of the images represented in the coordinate system where the ow is acting as a translation.
We have applied the method to direct measurements of the curl, divergence, and deformation of the optic ow. The main errors in the measurements are due to the localization of the lters. In principle, the windowing of the Fourier transform should be transported along the ow in order to yield exact results. In order to overcome this di culty, we have implemented an adaptive scheme which iteratively estimates the ow and transports the window function. In this way the major errors are absorbed. Another important source of errors is the presence of non-commuting ow components.
The curl is measured precisely, even in the presence of zero-order ow.
The time-to-contact (twice the reciprocal divergence) is measured from two images using the adaptive scheme. In general, the measurement noise will manifest itself as an error in t c which is proportional to the noise and the square of the t c . A measurement of the t c with a precision of 35 1:5 to 8:7 0:1 is competitive to earlier reported results.
The surface normal have been estimated using the deformation, but while the sign of deformation is correctly estimated, the magnitude is slightly underestimated. One reason might be that these lters are badly localized.
We have used the method in conjunction with estimation of motion elds. The phase-based lters are formulated in terms of nite motions and is thereby easily used in conjunction with stereo. Furthermore, the invariant part of the lters can be used to check for consistency of matching. A natural extension of this work is to deal with the stereo case and make comparison with the results reported by Lindeberg
